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Nationale Suisse Group Ltd is an innovative internationally active insurance company. Its 

headquarters is located in Basel (Nationale Suisse, 2012a). 

Nationale Suisse’s roots go back to 1883. By the end of 1883, the “Swiss Lloyd Transport Insurance 

Company,” had to be liquidated due to mismanagement in a time of recession. From its ashes rose 

the “New Swiss Lloyd,” an undertaking that would prove to become far more successful. 

The newly founded company expanded rapidly. The new headquarters was founded in Basel and the 

Suisse insurance company became active in other fields besides life insurance. Its growth continued 

and as a result of a strategic reorientation in 2005, the name of the company was changed. Since 

2006, the company goes by the name of Nationale Suisse. Today the group is comprised of a parent 

company and twenty subsidiaries in Europe, Asia and Latin America. The Nationale Suisse Group 

employs approximately 1,900 staff members worldwide (Nationale Suisse, 2012b).  

Nationale Suisse is defined by a commitment to quality and a streamlined structure. The strive for 

quality is present in every single product and service. The product portfolio is well-diversified, first-

class and mostly consists of high-end risk and pension plan solutions. The company is active in the life 

as well as in the non-life sector (Nationale Suisse, 2012a). 

 Subsidiaries focus more on product lines than Suisse headquarters. In the Belgian subsidiary, for 

example, the focus is primarily on special risks, sport risks and life or home insurance related risks. 

Nationale Suisse has been active on the Belgian market since 1909. It has the advantage of 100 years 

of experience. Thanks to this historically strong position in the Belgian market, Nationale Suisse 

Belgium (NAB) is now market leader in death coverage, sports, travel and transport insurances. 

Typical for the NAB product portfolio are specialty lines such as art, event and prestige vehicle 

insurances (Nationale Suisse, 2012c).  

Between 2009 and 2011, the Belgian insurance sector was hit hard by the financial crisis. Profit 

margins dropped rapidly and competition became more intense. As a consequence, NAB faced the 

need to restructure. In 2011, approximately 74 out of 174 jobs were lost in the Belgian subsidiary.  

 

 

 

1. The company: Nationale Suisse 
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By the end of 2012, the situation is starting to improve. New innovative products have been 

introduced and some important brokers have been contracted. Profit margins are up and the dark 

clouds that formed during the recession now have a silver lining again. Multiple departments are 

introducing various innovative projects. One of the projects on which I got to work on during my 

internship in the Marketing and Communications department was setting up an intranet. 
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As I mentioned above, one of the projects that was delegated to the Marketing and Communications 

department in 2012 involved the creation of an intranet. Mphidi and Snyman (2004) define an 

intranet as “a network that uses internet concepts and technologies within an organization in order 

to be accessed by employees to share knowledge” (p. 393) .  

This definition is similar to what the Suisse management team had in mind when they came up with 

the idea of an intranet. They wanted to create a virtual network where employees could easily find, 

share and modify essential work-related information. After the project planning was completed in 

corporate headquarters, the Suisse IT department was tasked with the creation of a template 

website model that marketing departments from subsidiaries all over the world could use to create 

their own version of the intranet. The Suisse version of the intranet was the first one that was 

created. The idea was that the Suisse version would be the basis for all other versions. Two 

instruction manuals were created and distributed to the subsidiaries.  

2.1. Setting up an intranet 

The launch of the Belgian version was scheduled for mid-November. When I started my internship at 

Nationale Suisse on October 15, 2012, the project was still in an early stage. I had to collect 

information from department heads, make decisions on parts of the website layout, write white 

papers for products and web pages, and report potential problems during weekly calls with 

Switzerland. I was even given an additional task: finding an appealing teaser campaign for the 

intranet launch. All the department heads were aware of the intranet project, but the other 

employees were not yet in the loop.  

2.2. Redefining corporate values 

In addition to the intranet project, I also had to draft a statement concerning corporate values. In the 

past, there was some miscommunication between Nationale Suisse Belgium and corporate 

headquarters regarding this topic. At the time, a communication agency was hired to create a flyer 

about corporate values. Unfortunately, this was not a job well done, as it deviated significantly from 

the direction set forward by Suisse headquarters. Nobody really understood what corporate values 

were anymore. My first objective, as put forward by my coach in Nationale Suisse, was to draft an 

improved text that brought the corporate values more in-line with what was defined by Suisse 

headquarters. The second objective was to develop visuals that would make this improved definition 

look more attractive for the Belgian employees. 

2. Internship job description 
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3.1. Setting up an intranet 

Before I could start on the intranet project, I had to read the two user manuals for the intranet 

template. In the Contentmaster manual, the basic functionalities of the template were explained. 

Reading this manual was mandatory because of some strict guidelines. For example, intranet 

documents had to be uploaded in a specific library section and linked to their actual position on the 

website. The second manual, the Supercontentmaster, was meant for experienced users and 

contained all the advanced guidelines. It took me two days to thoroughly read and understand these 

manuals. 

On the first day of my internship, my boss, Benny Sterckx and I, analyzed the entire project together. 

The first thing to do was to set up meetings with all the other department heads. In these meetings, 

we decided on the information the department heads had to deliver for the intranet. Subsequently, 

we thought of category names for all the menus and submenus, after which we would be able to 

start working on summarizing texts for the products and services. In the final phase, the intranet was 

to be made a bit more animated with images on the correct places. The launch date was November 

18, 2012. 

I managed to set up meetings with most of the department heads in the second week of my 

internship. During these meetings we discussed their concerns and demands. Two major issues came 

forward. The first was that the intranet was very slow during start-up and the IT department was 

concerned that they could not fix the problem in time. The second was that most department heads 

did not really know which information they should share on the intranet. They were also wary about 

placing confidential information online. 

After all meetings were behind us, I sent a meeting request to the Suisse project manager. I 

explained the situation to him and together we came up with a solution. He would address the 

network performance problems with the Suisse IT department, and I would create a document with 

print screens of the Suisse intranet that would serve as a guideline for the department heads. One 

week after sending the document, the department heads provided me with their input. 

 

 

3. Task package 
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 Meanwhile, I had already started working on the website layout (please see Appendix A). The 

submenus were created in mutual agreement with the department heads. In each submenu, I 

collected documents and information. I also thought about an appropriate layout for each page. For 

some pages, such as the History page, I translated content from German to French and Dutch. 

Everything I translated into French was cross-checked later on by a native French speaking colleague. 

Starting from week three of my internship, I drafted short introductory texts for products, both in 

French and in Dutch. As Nationale Suisse has an extensive product portfolio, this task took me about 

two weeks. Next to that, I searched for and uploaded appropriate images and matched them to 

intranet standard sizes. For this I used Irfanview, a freeware graphic viewer. I also integrated links 

from the Nationale Suisse Helpdesk into the right sections of the intranet. Unfortunately, the Suisse 

IT department was not capable of solving the network performance problems. Therefore, we had to 

postpone the intranet launch until December 6. 

In week five, I was given the assignment to come up with a teaser campaign for the intranet launch. 

In collaboration with Guido Blockx, one of my colleagues, I came up with the idea of 3D MSN figures 

on posters. I developed about eight different posters. Above each figure, I wrote a sentence in which 

a single feature of the intranet was described. On one poster, for example, a 3D figure with a 

telephone in its hands was displayed while it was entangled in the phone wire. The idea was to draw 

people’s attention with a funny picture and still inform them. 

 

Figure I: 3D MSN figure 

By the end of my internship, 90% of the work on the intranet was done. Because my internship 

ended on November 30, 2012, I was not there to attend the intranet launch. On my last day, I sent an 

e-mail to all authorized persons with an update on the intranet progress and a to-do list with 

outstanding actions. 
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3.2. Redefining corporate values 

As I mentioned above, I was also asked to redefine the corporate values. Not only did I have to draft 

a consistent text, clearly stating the corporate values for intranet users, but also to create matching 

visuals. 

During my first three days at Nationale Suisse, I collected and compared information on corporate 

values. I analyzed information from four different sources. The first was a flyer, drafted by an 

advertising agency. The corporate values on this flyer did not correlate at all with the information 

from the other sources. The second was a PowerPoint presentation in English and Dutch. It was clear 

that there were some translation errors. The third source was the corporate website. Just as with the 

PowerPoint presentation, there were several inconsistencies between the Dutch, English, French and 

German website. The final source was a Rubik’s Cube that was created in Switzerland, again with 

totally different corporate values. 

In order to create a good overview for myself, I started by making a tree structure. The first three 

branches were the three corporate values, as they were imposed by Switzerland. For each of the 

values, I assigned three core values. After Benny had given his consent, I started to draft a text. When 

the text was finished, Benny was pretty pleased with it, but I still wanted to make some changes. 

After reading, rereading and editing, the text was finally put on the intranet (please see Appendix A). 

 

Figure II: Corporate value: Unique 

 

3.3. Jack of all trades 

On a regular basis, I received additional tasks. Most of these tasks concerned some kind of research 

to help my colleagues with the preparation of press releases, product flyers or articles for an 

insurance magazine.  
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There were a number of things I appreciated about my internship at Nationale Suisse, but there were 

also several areas where I had expected more. 

It was a pity that I did not get to work more on press releases, product flyers and mailings. The 

intranet project was more time-consuming than initially planned. This meant that I had to spend 

most of my time working on the intranet project. Not all aspects of the intranet project were 

interesting. The uploading of files and documents, for example, was very repetitive. 

Still, the overall assessment of my internship is positive. I was given the opportunity to work in a 

dynamic, multilingual working environment for seven weeks. I also learned a lot about carrying 

responsibility for a project. Initially, everything seemed very chaotic, but good feedback and help 

when needed allowed me to finally come up with an integrated solution. I also appreciated the 

additional tasks that were assigned to me. They were welcome variations so that I did not have to 

work on the same project for too long . 

Thanks to my internship at Nationale Suisse, I learned more about how a marketing department 

functions. I was able to use my language skills to work independently and develop myself personally 

in a working environment. Furthermore, the positive feedback1 I received on my work gave me 

confidence for my future career. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
 See Appendix A: screenshot 5 

4. Personal internship evaluation 
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Just like racehorses, foaming with adrenaline, stamping their feet restlessly on the ground and 

impatiently waiting for the starting gates to open, Generation Y’ers are impatiently pounding on the 

large doors of the corporate world, eager to make their way into the workforce. 

Generation Y is a generational group that consists of individuals born between 1979 and 1994 

(Neuborne & Kerwin, 1999). The expectations and demands of this generation have substantial 

implications on how employers should attract and develop talent (Hewlett, Sherbin, & Sumberg, 

2009). Nationale Suisse Belgium is an ambitious enterprise that is very interested in how it can 

attract and keep these talents. 

1.1. Problem statement 

The company is faced with the challenge of an ageing workforce. Although it was subject to a serious 

restructuring in 2011, the current average age of the workforce is still approximately 47. This creates 

a few problems. 

The first problem that can be directly related to this high average age is that the average salary costs 

are very high as well. This is a serious competitive disadvantage compared to Nationale Suisse’s 

rivals, especially since the financial crisis is drastically changing the scenery in the insurance sector. 

Furthermore, due to the high average age, there is little innovation and adaptation of modern 

working principles. A better mix between experience and young enthusiasm, coming from newly 

recruited employees could boost innovation and create a new vibe in the workplace. A rejuvenation 

of the workforce, therefore, seems to be vital in order to guarantee future success. 

1.2. Research questions 

The young potentials of Generation Y that Nationale Suisse Belgium is interested in are mostly 

students in economics, insurance, risk management or management support. The company is also 

definitely interested in young professionals with a few years of working experience whose profile 

matches a specific job description. There is absolutely no doubt that the company could use some of 

these profiles. The central research question of this study is therefore the following: 

“What measures does Nationale Suisse have to take in order to engage more Generation Y’ers with 

the right profile, keeping in mind that the current average age is 47 and the generation gap may 

influence their decision?” 

1. Introduction and research questions 
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To answer this question, I will have to answer the following sub-questions. Answering these will 

make it possible for me to formulate recommendations that can help Nationale Suisse handle the 

upcoming challenge. For every sub-question I checked for significant and relevant differences 

between Bachelors and Masters and between students and employees. 

1) What are the career expectations of Generation Y’ers? 

2) What are the recruiting channels Nationale Suisse should focus on, based on the job-seeking 

behavior of generation Y’ers, taking into account that recruiting channels should be as cheap 

as possible? 

3) How many people of Generation Y are interested in working in the insurance sector? What is 

the brand awareness of Nationale Suisse with people who are interested in this sector? 

4) How do Generation Y’ers feel about working with older colleagues of the Baby Boom 

generation (1946-1964) and Generation X (1965-1978)? How do they see the potential 

generation gap? 

1.3. Structure of the paper 

In chapter two, desk research is used to sketch a consistent image of prior research on generational 

groups and on Generation Y in particular. 

Chapter three provides details on the methodology. All research methods used in this paper are 

discussed, followed by a primer on the target group. Subsequently, I elaborate on the methods used 

for collecting data. 

The survey results are discussed in chapter four. I start by describing the respondents’ demographics 

before I elaborate on the respondents’ career expectations. Topics such as transport and salary 

expectations are discussed. Next, I focus on job-seeking behavior, brand awareness and the 

popularity of the insurance sector. Finally, I describe the respondents’ attitudes toward working with 

Generation X’ers and Baby Boomers. 

In chapter five, the results are discussed in further detail and compared to the findings of the desk 

research. This allows me to formulate specific recommendations toward Nationale Suisse in chapter 

six. 
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Desk research is important in this study because a good understanding of all aspects of the 

Generation Y concept is required in order to conduct empirical research and formulate suitable 

recommendations. In addition, producing an answer to sub-question four2 requires a proper 

understanding of the concepts Baby Boomers and Generation X as well.  

I will therefore start by focusing on definitions, historical backgrounds and prejudices between these 

three generations. Next to that, I will look more closely at the increased importance of Generation Y 

job recruitment, on Generation Y’s job expectations and on the corporate challenges they bring. 

2.1. Definitions 

“A generational group consists of people of similar ages who share similar experiences” (Solomon, 

2010, p. 14). The generational groups mentioned in this study are Baby Boomers, Generation X and 

Generation Y. 

Baby Boomers 

The most commonly used age span for the Baby Boomers is 1946 – 1964 (Smith, Clurman, & 

Anderson, 2006). In “How Gen Y and Boomers Will Reshape Your Agenda”, Hewlett, Sherwin and 

Sumberg describe Baby Boomers as people born between the end of the Second World War and the 

late 1960s. The term was invented by advertisers in 1974 because they wanted a term that 

recognized the different demands and the increased spending power of this generational group 

(Hewlett et al., 2009). 

Generation X 

In this paper I will describe Generation X as a generational cohort consisting of people born between 

1964 and 1979 (King, 2000; Sprague, 2008). 

Just like for generation Y, there is no official consensus on the beginning or end of Generation X 

(King, 2000). Originally labeled as Post Boomers, Baby Busters or Slackers Generation, the term 

Generation X is used most often to refer to this generational group (Mc Crindle, 2006). 

 

                                                           
2
 How do generation Yers feel about working with older colleagues of the Baby Boom generation (1946-1964) and 

Generation X (1965-1978)? How do they see the potential generation gap? 

 

2. Desk research 
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Generation Y 

Generation Y is a generational cohort that consists of people born somewhere between the second 

half of the seventies and the first half of the nineties (Jamie, Filmer, & McDougall, 2012; Jorgensen, 

2005; Macleod, 2008). The term Generation Y was first used in 1993 by Advertising Age magazine 

(Howell, 2010). 

Other terms that are also used to describe this generation are Echo Boomers, Millennials, iGeneration 

and Google Generation (Jamie et al., 2012; Jorgensen, 2005; Macleod, 2008). To avoid all confusion, 

only the terms Generation Y and Millennials will be used in this paper. 

There is no official consensus on the beginning or the end of Generation Y. Therefore, the term is 

often considered as a pejorative one (Yan, 2006). In this paper, I will use the simple definition of 

Talbott (2012) to describe the term:  

 

Generation Y is the demographic cohort including individuals born between the years 1979 

and 1994. Generation Y is racially and ethnically diverse, more culturally liberal, and well 

versed in technology. A singular person from Generation Y will hence be referred to as a 

Generation Y’er. (p. 6) 

2.2. Historical background differences 

Baby Boomers 

The name Baby Boomers is the common label for a generational group born after World War II (Mc 

Gregor, 2007). They have been shaped by events such as the Vietnam War, the birth of the Civil 

Rights Movement and the assassinations of John F. Kennedy, Martin Luther King and John Lennon 

(Jorgensen, 2005; Sprague, 2008). 

Baby Boomers grew up in an era of unprecedented economic growth and social advancement. They 

were the first generation to explore space, and they pushed sexual boundaries thanks to the birth 

control pill. The Boomer’s youth was characterized by sex, drugs and Rock and Roll. When they got 

older, pursuing money and making a career became very important to them (Mc Gregor, 2007). 

Boomers are competitive by nature and optimistic (Sprague, 2008). 
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Generation X 

Generation X is the children of the Baby Boomers. They have been raised in a world of recession, 

confronted with divorce and marked by global concern about the threat of nuclear war (Mc Gregor, 

2007). Generation X grew up, seeing their family faced with lay-offs and job insecurity. When they 

grew older, they started entering the workplace in the early eighties. This was not a good moment to 

enter the job market because the economy was still down (Thielfoldt & Scheef, 2005). In addition, 

Generation X witnessed events such as the fall of the Soviet Union and the German Reunification 

(Sprague, 2008). Technological advances have brought them the threat of nuclear war and an open-

minded attitude toward sex has brought them AIDS. Add the pollution that increased productivity 

has brought them and you end up with a disillusioned generation. They are anything but optimistic, 

but highly committed to work (Mc Gregor, 2007). 

Generation Y 

Gen Yer’s are the siblings of Generation X and the children of the Boomers (Pandey & Singh Chauhan, 

2011). Eisner (2005) states that they grew up in an era of economic growth and welfare but are 

coming of age in a time of economic instability. 

Older Generation Y’ers will definitely remember major events such as the 1986 Challenger explosion 

and the fall of the Berlin Wall (Eisner, 2005). These events separate them from Generation X. Other 

major events that have also influenced the lives of younger Generation Y’ers include the fall of the 

Soviet Union, the Persian Gulf War and the end of the South African Apartheid regime. The terrorist 

attacks of September 11, 2001, serve as the endpoint that separates them from Generation Z (Yan, 

2006). Sujanski (2002) states that Generation Y is a generation that has been affected by more 

extraordinary events early on than any other generation. 

“The comfort level of this generation with the use of technology is unprecedented” (Sprague, 2008, 

p. 8). Exposure to technology was omnipresent in the childhood of this generation. Generation Y 

grew up in a digital world. It was socialized by computers, the internet, DVDs and cell phones 

(Ashridge Business School, 2009; Crampton & Valley, 2009). This makes them the most developed 

and technologically literate generation in history (Eisner, 2005). Lewis even states that Generation Y 

has mastered technology so well that multitasking has become a habit to them (Lewis, 2003). 
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The culture and influences that have shaped Generation Y have made them trust authorities. They 

respect both their parents and their bosses (Pandey & Singh Chauhan, 2011). Due to the various 

events that occurred during the lives of the Millennials, they have become more skeptical, cynical 

and pessimistic than past generations. Furthermore, statistical evidence shows that increased use of 

behavior-altering drugs, antidepressants and prescription medication turns Generation Y into an 

extremely medicated generation compared to previous generations (Yan, 2006). 

2.3. Generational stereotypes of Generation Y, X and Baby Boomers 

Van Kordelaar, Vlak, Kuin and Westerhof describe a stereotype as “an exaggerated image that one 

forms of a certain group and that does not correspond to reality” (Van Kordelaar, Vlak, Kuin, & 

Westerhof, 2009, p. 33). The real issue about stereotypes is that they are a consequence of 

“incomplete communication between differing generational groups” (Sprague, 2008, p. 3). 

Unfortunately therefore there exist generalized perceptions about Generation Y, Generation X and 

Baby Boomers (Guthrie, Akers, & Lozano, 2004). 

Generation Y on Baby Boomers 

According to Hart (2006), Generation Y’ers perceive Baby Boomers as people who hold the highest 

loyalty to an organization. Baby Boomers are seen as people who place work at the center of their 

lives (Eisner, 2005). Generation Y finds them hard-nosed, upbeat and motivated (Loomis, 2000).  

In her study on the four generation workplace, Carolyn Sprague (2008) observed a number of 

generalized perceptions about Baby Boomers that were held by Millennials. The latter often see their 

older co-workers as inefficient, disrespectful and obsessed with face time3. Another remark that is 

often heard is that Boomers lack the technology skills that Gen Y’ers possess. Gen Y’ers consistently 

rate Boomer technology skills as below average (Du, 2011). 

Generation Y on Generation X 

Generation Y estimates Generation X’ers to be well-qualified and educated (Hart, 2006). They see 

them as resourceful, skeptical, individualistic and self-directed co-workers (United Nations Joint Staff 

Pension Fund, 2010). Because they are younger than Baby Boomers, it is the generation Millennials 

can most relate to (Du, 2011). In a study conducted by Thielfoldt and Scheef in 2005, results 

indicated that Generation Y’ers feel they have to put forth great effort to get the attention of their 

Generation X supervisors because they are always working on something (Thielfoldt & Scheef, 2005). 

 

                                                           
3
 meetings 
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Baby Boomers and Generation X on Generation Y 

Generation Y’ers are seen as ambitious, self-centered social people who believe they can make the 

world a better place (Macleod, 2008). Generation X’ers and Baby Boomers describe Generation Y as 

people who are not willing to wait for opportunities. An increased importance of the work/life 

balance was an idea brought up by Generation X, but that is considered far more desired by 

Generation Y (Crumpacker & Crumpacker, 2007; Loomis, 2000).  

Unlike the Baby Boomers, Generation Y is not perceived as loyal to the organization. Instead, they 

are more loyal to their careers (Hewlett et al., 2009). Besides, Baby Boomers think that Generation 

Y’ers spend too much time online and lack sufficient communication skills (Sprague, 2008). 

Furthermore Generation X and Baby Boomers perceive Generation Y’ers as awful team players and 

believe that Generation Y’ers are more inclined to change jobs than previous generations (Macleod, 

2008). They are considered lazy, spoiled, self-absorbed and not committed to work (Randall, 2011). 

Research on generational stereotypes is important to this study because generational stereotypes 

might help explain why some Gen Y’ers are not willing to work in an enterprise with a high average 

age. 
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2.4. The increased importance of Generation Y recruitment 

In section 2.3. I zoomed in on the many myths and misconceptions about Generation Y. As with any 

other generation, it cannot be denied that there are some members of the generational group who 

fit these descriptions (The Marshberry Institute, 2012).  

However, as more and more Baby Boomers continue to retire, Generation Y will need to replace 

them in the workforce (Mc Crindle, 2006; Miller, 2012) Not only will Generation Y help fill in the 

vacancies Baby Boomers are leaving behind, but it will also bring along innovative ideas, enthusiasm 

and motivation. Therefore, more and more enterprises are attaching an increased importance to Gen 

Y recruitment (NAS Recruitment Communications, 2006). 

Although stereotyping has made some employers skeptical of this new generation, a lot of employers 

do recognize the benefits of having younger, computer-savvy employees (Byford Accountants, 2011). 

Researchers stress the high ambitions of Gen Y’ers and the importance that they attach to career 

opportunities and personal growth (Byford Accountants, 2011; Kratz, 2012; Miller, 2012). In addition, 

Millennials possess a certain entrepreneurial flair, and they are far better at multi-tasking than 

previous generations (Crampton & Valley, 2009; Du, 2011).  

Furthermore, in a report published by Ashridge Business School in 2009, the risks of failure to 

channel Gen Y skills, drive and ardor are underlined. If an organization isn’t capable of doing this, it 

will see itself ill-equipped to compete in the increasingly knowledge-intensive economy (Jamie et al., 

2012). 

Whether employers like it or not, the above show that organizations have a strategic imperative to 

manage the young talent in their workforce. Generation Y consists of people filled with fresh ideas 

and an understanding of how to put them into practice. Therefore, “no one is more qualified to lead 

businesses through the 21st century” (Byford Accountants, 2011, p2.). It will be a critical success 

factor for companies to recruit, retain and develop Millennials in the next five years to guarantee 

future success (Macleod, 2008). 
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2.5. Generation Y: Career expectations and aspirations 

If Nationale Suisse wants to hire more young talents from Generation Y, it has to be aware of 

Generation Y’s expectations and aspirations. The job expectations of Generation Y differ from the job 

expectations X’ers and Baby Boomers had when they just entered the workforce (Mc Crindle, 2006). 

In 2009, researchers from Ashridge Business School conducted a survey among 2,000 recent 

graduates and their line managers in the UK. This survey revealed that Generation Y graduates have a 

very clear idea of what they want from work. The top three priorities in the workplace were doing 

interesting work (33%), earning a high salary (32%), and advancing their career (24%) (Ashridge 

Business School, 2009). In a 2004 report, Guthrie, Akers and Lozano (2004) also pointed out that pay 

increase is less important to Gen Y (27%) than to Boomers (33%) and Gen X’ers (31%). 

The demands Generation Y’ers usually make are not peanuts, but well feasible for enterprises that 

are willing to invest in the younger generation (Barford & Hester, 2011). Things Millennials are 

looking for are lifelong learning opportunities (Alch, 2000) and on-the-job training (Tolbize, 2008). 

Next to that, they aspire to having a good work/life balance, combined with rapid career progression 

(Ashridge Business School, 2009; Crumpacker & Crumpacker, 2007; Kearns, Larson, & Venugopal, 

2007). Surprisingly, though, managers tend to underestimate the importance of this factor for 

Generation Y (Ashridge Business School, 2009). 

Although generation Y holds high ambitions (section 2.4.), they do not buy in to the long hours 

culture the way Generation X and Baby Boomers did (Guthrie et al., 2004). A majority of them even 

prefer to set their own working hours (Ashridge Business School, 2009).  

Regarding leadership, Millennials are looking for strong leaders who give them clear instructions. On 

the other hand, they expect autonomy while they are getting the job done (Eisner, 2005; Guthrie et 

al., 2004). Boomers and Generation X’ers prefer leaders who have credibility while Y’ers prefer 

leaders who listen. Generation Y expects its leaders to treat them with respect as well (Yu & Miller, 

2005). According to Tolbize (2008), the young generation is looking to be held in esteem. Like every 

young generation before them, they want to be listened to in the workplace (Ashridge Business 

School, 2009). 

They expect corporate culture to be egalitarian and social, rather than direct and professional. Within 

this workplace Gen Y’ers expect to be happy if they are feeling valued, recognized and appreciated. 

Gen Y embraces teamwork with capable colleagues. In teams they expect mutual respect, results and 

shared values (Blauth, McDaniel, Perrin, & Perrin, 2011; Hart, 2006). Understanding what Generation 

Y is looking for is therefore step one in successfully engaging Gen Y employees (Guthrie et al., 2004). 
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2.6. Corporate challenges regarding Gen Y recruitment 

Now that the importance of Gen Y recruitment has been emphasized, let us have a look at the 

challenges companies are facing regarding this matter. There are two things that companies will 

need to figure out: how they can attract Gen Y to their organization and how they can retain them 

(Sprague, 2008).  

 

Hiring a new generation of workers means implementing new recruitment methods. Scientists do not 

really agree on which is the optimal recruitment method for hiring Generation Y’ers (Chester, 2005). 

Important for companies is that they try adding a personal touch in the recruitment process and that 

they try to distinguish themselves from other employers (NAS Recruitment Communications, 2006). 

Furthermore, employers need to change the focus in their recruitment processes from hiring the best 

people, to hiring the right people (Chester, 2005). 

 

The fact that young employees expect to move to a new employer within a few years poses a 

challenge to companies. They will need to become more responsive employers. In order to do this, 

employer strategies need to be aligned with the needs of the new generation. Companies will need 

to identify which talent management strategies are likely to develop their potentials most effectively 

(Jamie et al., 2012). Managers will need to create challenging environments that can harness the 

talent of Generation Y if they want to retain their talented employees (Macleod, 2008). Jorgensen 

therefore proposes to build workforce models “that support organizational growth and 

development” (Jorgensen, 2005, p. 21).  

 

Building new workforce models implies that commitment needs to be gained through loyalty to 

corporate values (Macleod, 2008). Young talented employees need to be engaged in shaping the 

corporate culture, compensation packages and work environment (Sprague, 2008). This can be put 

into effect by assigning a greater deal of personal control to young managers. This challenge will not 

be simple because convincing the older Gen X and Baby Boomer managers to give up a part of their 

responsibilities is not an easy task (Hewlett et al., 2009). 

 

Ultimately, the entire talent model is up for a change. To live up to Generation Y’s different view on 

the work/life balance, flexibility will inevitably become part of the talent model. Companies need to 

figure out just how much flexibility they can integrate into their organizations. After all, work and 

career flexibility are usually non-negotiable topics for many Gen Y’ers (Sprague, 2008). 
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In this study, a combination of qualitative and quantitative research was used in order to provide 

answers to the sub-questions formulated in section 1.2. 

The only kind of qualitative research that was used was desk research. According to the European 

Pharmaceutical Marketing Research Association (2005), desk research could be used in order to 

examine sources and data regarding market research. The purpose of desk research in this study was 

to clearly define all terms and to sketch a consistent image of Generation Y and the context in which 

this study was commissioned. 

Following the qualitative research, quantitative research was conducted in the form of a survey. In 

order to compose the survey, I contacted Jobat, a recruitment agency that specializes in publishing 

job vacancies online and publishes an offline magazine as well. Moreover, Jobat conducts research 

regarding subjects related to the job market. One of their employees4 provided me with six surveys 

of previously conducted studies regarding career expectations and job-seeking behavior of 

Millennials.  

The initial version of the questionnaire was based on both the desk research and the surveys 

delivered by Jobat. Subsequently it was submitted to Patrick Van Kenhove, Phd and head of the 

Marketing Department at Ghent University. The remarks on which we both agreed were taken into 

account and a final version of the survey was drafted (please see Appendix B). 

The results of the survey were then analyzed with statistical processing software called SPSS. I 

checked for significant and relevant differences between Bachelors and Masters and between 

students and employees. For every survey topic, P-values were calculated after running Chi² tests. P-

values equal or lower to 0,05 were considered to be significant. Rephrased, this meant that the 

likelihood of having committed an error in the hypothesis was equal to or lower than 5%, and the 

results were not caused by hazard (De Pelsmacker & Van Kenhove, 2010).  

In addition, I also checked the relevance of these results. A Cramer’s V value larger than 0,2 indicated 

that the significant difference found was relevant as well (De Pelsmacker & Van Kenhove, 2010). 

Because this paper would have become particularly long if I would have discussed all output, I mostly 

focused on describing frequencies, descriptives and differences that were both significant and 

relevant.  

                                                           
4
 Bart Vanhaelewyn, Research Executive 

3. Methodology 
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The findings of this empirical research, combined with the prior desk research allowed me to provide 

answers to the sub-questions and formulate recommendations suited to the demands of Nationale 

Suisse. 

3.1. The target group 

The target group of the survey was people born between 1986 and 1994. Gen Y’ers, born between 

1980 and 1985 were not taken into consideration. I suspected that disparate job expectations 

between people with over five years of working experience and students/people with less than five 

years of working experience would distort the statistics. Patrick Van Kenhove agreed on this 

statement. I labeled the generational cohort containing individuals born between 1986 and 1994 as 

the Young Generation Y. 

3.2. Collecting Data 

After the survey had been constructed, the goal was to collect at least 385 completed surveys. The 

minimal sample size was set using the following formula (Walrave & Maes, 2008) : 

            
    

  
          5 

The first method used to spread the survey was my personal network. I posted a request on my 

personal Facebook page on 05/12/2012 and asked several people to share this appeal. By the next 

day, 9 people had shared the request. On Facebook as well I posted a message in the MTB 2011-2012 

group, consisting of 42 business communication students born between 1988 and 1989. 

 Next to that, I had a friend post a message in a group with 50 high school teachers born between 

1989 and 1990 who graduated at Katholieke Hogeschool Mechelen and asked someone to post a 

message in a group of a psychology bridging program at Leuven University with 90 members, all born 

between 1987 and 1990. Furthermore, during the month of December, I frequently sent personal 

invitations to fill out the survey to people I knew on Facebook. 

 

                                                           
5 In which: 

N= The minimum sample size 

50% = The percentage of the specified category 

50% = The percentage that does not belong to the specified category 

1,96 = The Z-value for the demanded confidence level ( in this case 95%) 

5% = The error margin 
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The second method used to collect surveys was online networks. I joined the MTB and Vereniging 

Oud Studenten EKOnomie (VOSEKO) alumni groups on LinkedIn, consisting of respectively 432 

graduated business communication students and 1343 students, graduated in economics. On 

05/12/2012, I posted an appeal in each group. Next, I joined a gamers forum called 9lives. This online 

forum represents the biggest gaming community in Belgium. On the forum I posted my appeal under 

the Work and Studies section. After one week 29 group members responded that they had filled in 

the survey. The last online network I appealed to was the Hogeschool Universiteit Brussel (HUB) 

network on Facebook, which had 610 fans. My message was shared on the home page. 

The third method used to spread the survey was direct mailing to lists of graduate students of the 

University of Ghent and the HUB. The HUB privacy policy did not allow lists of graduate students to 

be shared, but members of the HUB graduates community had access to every student’s personal e-

mail address. I therefore was able to compose a list of 250 HUB graduates who graduated between 

2010 and 2012 (please see Appendix C).  

Ghent University’s privacy policy did not allow graduate lists to be shared either. After some insisting, 

I managed to convince the Alumni Department to spread my survey through direct mail to graduates, 

graduated between 2008 and 20126. I delivered them the corresponding introductory text and they 

sent my survey to 1200 graduates in economics, communications, marketing and mathematics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
6
 Special thanks to Liesbeth Lava and Peter Cools of Ghent University 
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The initial goal was to collect 385 fully completed surveys. Thanks to the various methods used to 

spread the survey, this number was exceeded. Of the 625 people who started the survey, 550 

completed the survey. This brought the completion percentage of the survey to 88%. Unfortunately, 

64 of them did not meet the requirements for this research. Three people were unemployed and not 

looking for a job, 38 did not meet the age requirement and 23 were still in high school. The total 

number of fully completed surveys considered for research was 486. This means that 26,2% more 

surveys were collected than needed to guarantee a minimum confidence level of 95%. 

4.1. Respondent demographics 

a) Situation 

The survey’s first question asked the respondents 

about their current situation. As we can see in the 

table on the left, there was a good balance between 

students and workers in the sample. Approximately 

52% of the respondents were students, 43% were 

employed and nearly 5% of the respondents were 

job-seekers. 

 

b) Year of birth 

The next requirement was that all respondents were 

born between 1986 and 1994. As we can see in the 

following table, there was not a single year of birth that 

was unrepresented in the sample. Notable was that birth 

years 1989 and 1990 were slightly over-represented and 

birth years 1993 and 1994 were under-represented. 

Furthermore, respondents born between years 1992 to 

1994 were all still in college. 

 

Situation Frequency Percentage 

Student 

(senior) 107 22,0 

Student  

(non-senior) 146 30,1 

Employed 209 43,0 

Job-seeker 24 4,9 

Total 486 100,0 

Table 1: Situation Year of 

birth 
Frequency Percentage 

1986 53 10,9 

1987 55 11,3 

1988 69 14,2 

1989 92 18,9 

1990 85 17,5 

1991 50 10,3 

1992 47 9,7 

1993 20 4,1 

1994 15 3,1 

Total 486 100,0 

Table 2: Year of birth 

4. Survey results 
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c) Level of education 

To qualify for research, students or workers 

needed at least a Bachelor’s degree. Thirty-six 

percent of the respondents were Bachelor 

students or graduates, 48,4% were Master 

students or graduates. Another 15,6% had an even 

higher level of education. This means that 64% of 

the respondents were holders of at least a 

Master’s degree. The respondents therefore 

definitely represented the NAB target group. 

 

d) Living distance from Brussels 

Finally the respondents were asked to indicate their 

living distance from Brussels. According to Anne 

Davreux, head of the NAB Marketing department, 

engaging more employees who live closer to Brussels 

could lead to a competitive advantage. In her 

opinion, some of these employees would cost the 

company less due to lower travel costs 

reimbursements and lower stress levels due to stress 

induced by commuting. Less time lost on commuting 

might also lead to employees willing to work longer 

hours. Therefore the interesting fact is mentioned 

that 28% of the respondents indicated to live within 

20 kilometers from Brussels. 

 

 

 

 

Type of education Frequency Percentage 

Academic Bachelor 42 8,6 

Professional 

Bachelor 133 27,4 

Master 235 48,4 

Advanced Master 60 12,3 

Phd 16 3,3 

Total 486 100,0 

Table 3: Type of education 

7% 

21% 

17% 
55% 

0-10 km

11-20 km

21-30 km

>31 km

Table 4: Living distance from Brussels 
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4.2. Career expectations 

In order to make analysis of the results accessible, the responses of the Professional and Academic 

Bachelors were combined to the Bachelors group (n=175) and the responses of Masters, Advanced 

Masters and Phd’s were combined to the Masters group (n=311). The job-seekers (n=24) were 

neither part of the students (n=253) nor the employed (n=209). 

4.2.1. Transport expectations 

Two questions were asked concerning Young Generation Y’s expectations regarding transport to and 

from work. In the first question, I asked the respondents by which means of transportation, they 

were willing to make the commute to work. Respondents had to rate five means of transportation 

on a scale of one to five, one being definitely no, five being definitely yes .  

Notable was that the majority of the employed rated going to work on foot (61,7%), by bike (54,1%), 

by bus/tram/subway (59,3%) and by train (49,8%) as a one. Among the students, these means of 

transportation were far more popular with at least 34% who rated them as fours or fives. The most 

popular mean of transportation was the car. Nearly 76% of the students and 74,3% of the employed 

rated the car as a four or five. The details are tabulated in Appendix D.1. 

In the second question, I asked the Young Generation Y’ers about the maximum amount of time 

they were willing to spend on the single trip to work. The vast majority (92,9%) of the students 

selected options under one hour of travelling time. However, when the employed were asked to 

indicate how long they maximum spent on the commute to work, only 81,8% indicated to spend less 

than one hour on the commute to work. 

Another point that struck was that there was a significant and relevant difference (Chi²=0,02; 

Cramer’s V=0,235) between Master students (n=153) and Bachelor students (n=100). For example, 

41% of the Master students were willing to spend at least one hour on the commute to work, while 

only 22,1% of the Bachelor students were willing to do this. When employed, there is no significant 

difference between the time former Master and Bachelor students spend commuting. 
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4.2.2. Preparedness to work long hours 

The respondents (n=462) were asked to indicate what the maximum amount of hours they were 

willing to work in a week was. Over 43% of the respondents indicated they were willing to spend a 

maximum of 40 hours working. Nearly half of them (48,3%) were prepared to work for more than 40 

hours. There was a significant and relevant difference between Masters and Bachelors (Chi²=0,000; 

Cramer’s V=0,271). Illustrative was the fact that 56,3% of the Masters were willing to work more than 

40 hours and only 34,3% of the Bachelors were prepared to do this. There was no significant 

difference found between the employed and the students (Chi²=0,06). 

 

Table 5: Preparedness to work long hours 

Furthermore, it seemed interesting to find out what respondents who indicated that they were 

willing to work over 40 hour weeks would give as the most important reason to do this.  

 

Table 6: Reasons for working long hours 

As the chart above indicates, love for the job (51,1%) was clearly indicated as the most important 

reason for working overtime.  

≤ 30 ≤ 35 ≤ 40 ≤ 45 > 45

Percentage 1,6% 6,8% 43,2% 33,1% 15,2%

0,0%

5,0%

10,0%

15,0%

20,0%

25,0%

30,0%

35,0%

40,0%

45,0%

50,0%

51,1% 

15,7% 

16,2% 

1,3% 15,7% 

Love for the job

Remuneration (based on
performance)
Career opportunities

Work relations

A long-hour week is simply a part
of the job that I do/would like to do
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4.2.3. Importance attached to different job aspects 

In order to compose a customized benefits package for Young Generation Y, it was important to find 

out what exactly it was that they were looking for in a job. The respondents had to indicate the 

importance of the following factors on a scale of one to five7. 

 

Salary 

Eighty point two percent (80,2%) of the students and 83,3% of the employed rated salary as 

important or very important. The difference in importance that Bachelors (81,9%) and Masters 

(81,4%) attached to salary was very small as well. 

 

Career opportunities 

More students (79,1%) than employees (74,2%) rated career opportunities as important or very 

important. In the population who rated career opportunities as important or very important, there 

was a significant but non-relevant difference between Bachelors and Masters (Chi²=0,000; Cramer’s 

V=0,165). The difference was both significant and relevant between Bachelor employees (n=71) and 

Master employees (n=138) who rated career opportunities as important or very important 

(Chi²=0,000; Cramer’s V=0,410). Only 56,3% of employed Bachelors rated career opportunities as 

important or very important against 83,3% of employed Masters. 

 

Security of employment 

Security of employment was important or very important to both Bachelors (80,1%) and Masters 

(78%). Notable was that fewer employees (74,2%) than students (82,6%) indicated security of 

employment as important or very important. 

Colleagues 

A high percentage of both students (81%) and employees (81,3%) indicated that colleagues were 

important or very important to them. They were more important to Masters (84%) than to Bachelors 

(76%). Worth noting as well is that in total only 10,2% of the respondents indicated colleagues as 

unimportant or of little importance. 

 

 

                                                           
7
 Detailed result tables can be found in Appendices D.3 and D.4. 
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Work Climate 

Eighty-six point four percent (86,4%) of the respondents rated work climate as important or very 

important. It was most important to employed Masters (92,03%) and least important to employed 

Bachelors (81,69%). The employed Bachelors were also the group that rated work climate as 

unimportant or of little importance most often (18,31%). 

Distance between home and work 

The distance between home and work was assessed as the least important job aspect. Only 47,4% of 

the respondents rated it as important or very important. Next to that, 15,15% of the respondents 

rated it as unimportant or of little importance. 

Job sector 

The job sector was more often rated as important or very important by Bachelors (52,6%) than 

Masters (40,6%) and more by Students (51,4%) than Employees (37,3%). Worthy of note as well was 

that the job sector was the job aspect which was most often rated as unimportant or of little 

importance. Nearly 24% of the respondents rated the sector as a one or a two. 

Job content 

 Approximately 93% of the respondents rated job content as important or very important. This made 

job content the most important job aspect. Job content was most important to employed Masters 

(97,9%) and least important to Bachelor students (89%). Furthermore, only 1,1% of respondents 

rated job content as unimportant or of little importance. 

Work/life balance 

Generation Y was considered to be the generation that attached the most importance to a proper 

work/life balance (Loomis, 2000). However, after the sector and the distance between home and 

work it was the least important job aspect, even though it was rated as a four or a five by over 70% of 

the respondents. Remarkable was that Master students were the group that attached the most 

importance to the work/life balance (74,5%) while employed Masters attached the least importance 

to work/life balance (64,5%). 
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4.2.4. Salary expectations 

In the survey, students were asked to indicate how high they expected their net starting salary would 

be when entering the workforce. In addition, employees were asked how high their net starting 

salary actually was. This made it possible to find out whether there were any differences between 

student expectations and market reality. 

 I only compared the expectations of professional Bachelors and Masters because these were the 

only groups with sufficient numbers of respondents in the sample. Combining groups so that larger 

groups could be formed as I did before was not practical because a different level of education often 

goes together with a different starting salary. 

Professional Bachelor students (n=64) tended to estimate their net starting salary quite well. On 

average they expected their net starting salary to lie somewhere between € 1400 and € 1500. 

Comparison with the Professional Bachelor employees (n=65) confirmed. Seventy percent of the 

Bachelor students expected that their net starting salary would not exceed € 1500. Sixty-three 

percent of the employed Bachelors confirmed by indicating that their net starting salary actually was 

under € 1500.  

The average Master student (n=130) expected his or her net starting salary to lie somewhere 

between € 1500 and € 1600. Employed Masters (n=91) confirmed by indicating that the average net 

starting salary of a Master student lied between € 1500 and € 1600. One and a half percent (1,5%) of 

the Master students did not have a clue about his or her net starting salary. Notable was that 34% of 

the employed Masters had a net starting salary above € 1700 while only 27,7% estimated their net 

starting salary to exceed € 1700. 

4.2.5. Expectations regarding fringe benefits 

Just like I did with the salary expectations, I compared professional Bachelor and Master students’ 

expectations regarding fringe benefits with the fringe benefits that professional Bachelors and 

Masters actually received when entering the workplace. 

The fringe benefits that were selected most often by professional Bachelor students (n=64) were 

hospitalization insurance (57,8%), meal vouchers (50%) and travel allowances (43,8%). The employed 

professional Bachelors mentioned the hospitalization insurance (58,5%) most often as well. 
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 On the other hand, 55,4% of the professional Bachelors claimed to have received a group insurance 

plan on their first job, while only 28,1% of the professional Bachelor students indicated that they 

expected a group insurance plan on their first job. A cell phone and/or laptop and/or internet 

subscription was the option which was selected third most often by the employed group. 

 Nearly 36% of the professional Bachelor students expected this fringe benefit, while employed 

professional Bachelors indicated to have received this fringe benefit in 43,1% of the cases. 

Master students (n=130) mostly expected meal vouchers (52,3%), followed by hospitalization 

insurance (48,5%) and travel allowance (43,1%). Employed Master students on the other hand, 

selected the hospitalization insurance (59,3%) as the fringe benefit which was provided most often 

when they entered the workforce. Meal vouchers were mentioned second (57,3%). Just like in the 

Bachelor group, the group insurance was expected less (34,6%) than it was provided (53,8%). 

Twenty percent more Masters than Bachelors received meal vouchers on the first job. Furthermore, 

10% more of them received a travel allowance. A remarkable result was that there were more 

professional Bachelors (27,7%) than Masters (23,1%) who received a company car and fuel card on 

their first job. However, there were also 10% more Bachelors who indicated to not have received one 

of the mentioned fringe benefits at all.  
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4.3. Job-seeking behavior 

In order to map Young Generation Y’s job-seeking behavior, I asked them about job search channels, 

the time they expected to look for a job and the criteria they used to choose between job offers. 

4.3.1. Job search channels 

Respondents had to select which of five job search channels (jobsites, corporate websites, social 

media, job magazines and newspapers) they used when looking for a new job. Approximately 86% of 

the Young Generation Y’ers (n=486) indicated that they used job sites to look for new career 

opportunities. Corporate websites (73%) and printed job magazines (46,9%) completed the top 

three. Social media (29,4%)were nearly as popular as newspapers (31,1%). I discovered a significant, 

but non-relevant, difference between Masters and Bachelors regarding the use of corporate websites 

(Chi²=0,000, Cramer’s V= 0,172) and social media (Chi²=0,049, Cramer’s V=0,089) as a job search 

channel. This meant that corporate websites (78,8%) and social media (32,5%) were used more 

often by Masters than Bachelors (62,9% and 24%) as a job search channel. The details are tabulated 

in Appendix D.5. 

 

Table 7: Job search channels 

4.3.2. Criteria  

Results showed that Young Generation Y considered job content as the most important criterion 

when choosing between job offers. Nearly 47% of the respondents (n=486) rated it as important, and 

even more (47,5%) rated it as very important. The second most important criterion was salary. Fifty-

six percent rated it as important, 18,9% rated it as very important. Worthy of note was the difference 

in importance attached to salary (75,3% rated it as important or very important) and fringe benefits 

(39,7% rated it as important or very important).  
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The region which was rated by 58,7% of the respondents as important or very important completed 

the top three (please see Appendix D.2 for further details). There were no significant or relevant 

differences found between Bachelors (n=175) and Masters (n=311) or between students (n=253) and 

employees (n=209).  

4.3.3. Time spent on the job search 

On average, students (n=253) expected to spend a maximum of two months looking for their first 

job. They seemed to overestimate the time needed to find a job because more than half (57,4%) of 

the employed (n=209) indicated that it took them less than a month to find a job after graduation. 

Furthermore, 38,7% of the students expected to spend more than three months looking for a job 

while only 19,1% of the employed actually had to search for so long. 
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4.4. Popularity of the insurance sector and brand awareness compared to the 

competition 

4.4.1. Popularity of the insurance sector 

In section 4.2.3. the importance of the job sector as a job-related aspect was discussed. It was rated 

as one of the less important job aspects. Nevertheless, if 51,4% of the students (n=253) and 37,4% of 

the employed (n=209) rated the job sector as important or very important, the influence of the job 

sector on a Young Generation Y’er’s career choice cannot be neglected either. 

I asked the respondents (n=486) to select a maximum of five attractive job sectors. The Government 

sector (30%) was selected most often. Consulting (29%), Education and scientific research (28%), 

Media and entertainment (28%) took places two to four. The bank and insurance sector (23,9%) 

completed the top five with 23,9% of the respondents who rated this job sector as attractive.  

Furthermore, I asked the students and the job-seekers (n=277) to indicate on a scale of one to five 

whether they would consider working in the insurance sector. Five point six percent (5,6%) of the 

Masters (n=173) and 7,7% of the Bachelors (n=104) considered working in the insurance sector and 

rated the possibility as a four or as a five. 

 

Table 8: Sector popularity 
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4.4.2. Brand awareness compared to the competition 

From conversations with Benny Sterckx8 and Anne Davreux,9I concluded that they expected a low 

Nationale Suisse brand awareness among Young Generation Y. In the survey, respondents were 

asked to indicate which insurance agencies they knew out of a list of 8 insurance agencies. 

Twelve point eight percent (12,8%) of the respondents indicated they knew Nationale Suisse. The 

brand awareness was higher with Masters (13,8%) than with Bachelors (10,9%). In the table below, 

we can see that rivals such as AG Insurance (78,8%) and Ethias (94,4%) scored much higher on brand 

awareness.  
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 Head of the Human Resources department 
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Table 9: Brand awareness 
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4.5. Attitude toward older generations in the workplace 

4.5.1. What is Young Generation Y’s position regarding working with older generations? 

To determine whether the high average age of Nationale Suisse Belgium could affect a young talent’s 

career choice, I asked the respondents to indicate by which measure they liked/expected to like 

working with co-workers of Generation Y, X and the Baby Boomers. 

The co-workers with whom students (n=253)10 expected to like working with most are other Gen 

Y’ers. More than 85% selected a four or a five on a 5-point Likert scale. Even more employed Gen 

Y’ers (n=209) indicated that they expected to like working with colleagues from their own 

generational group (91,4%).  

Worth noting as well was that Master students (n=153) were the group that expected to like or liked 

very much working with Generation Y colleagues in the lowest percentage of all cases (83,7%). On 

the other hand, employed Masters (n=138) were the group that indicated this in the highest 

percentage of all cases (91,4%).  

Since Nationale Suisse employs so many Gen X’ers, it was very interesting for them to find out how 

the Young Generation Y’ers saw working with Generation X’ers. Results indicated that Young 

Generation Y’ers (n=462) prefered working with other Generation Y’ers (88,5%) above working with 

Generation X’ers (76,3%) but prefered working with Generation X’ers above working with Baby 

Boomers (49%) (please see Appendix D.6 for further details). 

The respondents who selected a one or a two were considered the respondents who disliked working 

with Generation X’ers (result tables can be found in Appendix D.7). More Bachelors (2,9%) than 

Masters (1,7%) disliked working with X’ers. Employed (n=209) Young Generation Y’ers tended to 

dislike (3,4%) working with Generation X’ers more than students did (n=253; 1,2%). 

The colleagues Young Generation Y’ers liked working with least are definitely Baby Boomers. Only 

49% of all respondents (n=462) indicated to like working with them or indicated to like working with 

them very much. In addition, they were also definitely the least preferred colleagues (one or two on 

the 5-point Likert scale). In total, 17,1% of the respondents (n=462) indicated to dislike working with 

Baby Boomers. 

                                                           
10

 Job-seekers’ responses were not taken into account because I was particularly interested in the differences 
between students and employees 
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4.5.2. How many young talents does Nationale Suisse lose because of the high average 

age? 

To get an idea of the number of young talents that Nationale Suisse loses due to the high average 

age, I asked the respondents (n=486) to choose between four statements. In the first three 

statements, I asked them which company they would prefer if one had an average age that was 

respectively 10, 15 or 20 years higher than in the other and if both companies offered them similar 

working conditions. In the final statement, they could indicate that the average age would not affect 

their decision. 

Nearly 65% of the respondents indicated that a higher average age was not a factor that could 

influence their decision which was good for Nationale Suisse. However, nearly one fifth (19,1%) of 

the respondents indicated that they would prefer the second company offering them similar 

conditions when the average age was 20 years higher than in the first. 

 If we recall that the maximum age of the respondents was 26 and that the average age of Nationale 

Suisse employees is 47, then I can deduce that Nationale Suisse risks losing up to 19,1% of potential 

young talents due to the high average age. 

4.5.3. Which additional benefits does Nationale Suisse have to provide Gen Y’ers that 

were put off by the high average age? 

It is not unimaginable that Nationale Suisse would be willing to offer a little extra than a rival firm in 

order to recruit a young talent that it really wants. But which element of the compensation package 

should be increased in order to make the young talent change his mind? 

I asked the respondents (n=176) who preferred a company with a lower average age over a company 

with a 15 of 20 years higher average age what could make them change their mind. Better career 

opportunities were preferred by 71,6% of the respondents. A shorter living distance (64,2%) was 

preferred above fringe benefits (39,8%). Worth nothing is that only 1,7% of the respondents 

indicated that not one of the above mentioned job aspects could make them change their mind. 
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Before formulating recommendations to Nationale Suisse, I will briefly summarize the most 

remarkable results and link them to findings in other research. The central research question this 

study provides an answer to is: “What measures does Nationale Suisse have to take in order to 

engage more Generation Y’ers with the right profile, keeping in mind that the current average age 

is 47 and the generation gap may influence their decision?” 

In the results section, various differences were discovered between the career expectations of 

Bachelors and Masters. Regarding transport expectations, there was a significant and relevant 

difference found (Chi²=0,02; Cramer’s V= 0,235) between Bachelors (n=175) and Masters (n=311). 

Forty-one percent of the Masters were willing to spend more than one hour on the commute to work 

while only 22,1% of the Bachelors were willing to do this. There were also more Masters (56,27%) 

than Bachelors (34,29%) willing to work for more than 40 hours a week. Again the difference was 

both relevant and significant (Chi²=0,000; Cramer’s V=0,271). Further research on the matter is 

needed in order to reject or confirm Guthrie, Akers and Lozano’s (2004) statement that Generation Y 

does not buy in to the long hours culture the way Generation X’ers and Baby Boomers did.  

The respondents (n=486) who indicated that they would be willing to work more than 40 hours a 

week indicated that love for the job (51,1%) was the main reason for doing this. I therefore question 

the statement that Generation Y’ers are not committed to work as cited by Randall (2011).  

When asked to indicate the importance of different job aspects, a significant and relevant difference 

between Bachelor employees (n=71) and Master employees (n=138) who rated career opportunities 

as important or very important was discovered (Chi²=0,000, Cramer’s V=0,410). Fifty-six point three 

percent (56,3%) of the employed Bachelors rated career opportunities as important or very 

important, while 83,3% of the employed Masters rated them as important or very important. A 

common stereotype of Generation Y is that they are perceived as very ambitious and attach a lot of 

importance to opportunities for career progress (Byford Accountants, 2011; Kratz, 2012; Macleod, 

2008). The results of this study indicated that this stereotype applies more to employed Generation Y 

holders of a Master degree than to Generation Y holders of a Bachelor degree. 

All job aspects were rated as important or very important in over 70% of the cases except for the job 

sector and the distance between home and work. Job content was the job aspect that was indicated 

most often as important or very important and this result was perfectly in line with prior findings of 

the Ashridge Business School (2009).  

5. Discussion 
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Despite the fact that prior research of Loomis (2000) had shown that Generation Y attaches more 

importance to the work/life balance than previous generations, the survey indicated it to be one of 

the least important job aspects. 

The majority of the Young Generation Y’ers surveyed in this study had a pretty realistic idea of the 

salary they would receive on their first job. Comparison between Professional Bachelor students’ 

(n=64) expectations regarding starting salary and the starting salaries of employed Professional 

Bachelors showed that the starting salaries of Professional Bachelor students lay somewhere 

between € 1400 and € 1500 and that more than half of the Professional Bachelor students managed 

to estimate this correctly. More than half of the Master students (n=138) were capable of estimating 

this correctly as well. Master student’s starting salaries lay somewhere between € 1500 and € 1600. 

However, as far as fringe benefits were concerned, both Master students (n=138) and Professional 

Bachelor students (n=64) underestimated the possibility of receiving group insurance on the first job. 

Regarding job-seeking behavior, an interesting finding was that corporate websites (73%) and social 

media (29,4%) were often used when searching for a job. Moreover, corporate websites (78,8%) and 

social media (32,5%) were used more often as a job search channel by Masters (n=311) than by 

Bachelors (n=175; 62,9% and 24%). These differences were significant but not relevant. The 

underlying reasons for these findings are not a topic of this study, but might be interesting for further 

research. 

When choosing between different job offers, Young Generation Y’ers attached the highest level of 

importance to job content, followed by salary. Notable was that salary was remarkably more often 

rated as important or very important (75,3%) than fringe benefits (39,7%). Despite the finding in 

section 4.2.3. that distance between home and work was one of the least important job aspects, the 

region was the third most important criterion when looking for a job.  

One of the survey questions with the highest level of importance to this study was the question 

about Generation Y’s feelings regarding working with older generations. The respondents (n=462) 

indicated they liked working with other Generation Y’ers most. However, an interesting finding was 

that the more the age gap between colleagues grew, the less Generation Y’ers indicated to like 

working with them. Working with Generation X’ers (76,3%) and Baby Boomers (49%) was liked11 less 

than working with other Generation Y’ers (88,5%).  
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 rated as a four or a five 
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Sprague (2008) discovered that Gen Y’ers see Baby Boomers as inefficient, disrespectful and 

obsessed with face time. This study adds to that conclusion, demonstrating that Baby Boomers are 

often considered the generational group Generation Y’ers least like to work with. Du (2011) stated 

that Generation X is the generational group that Gen Y’ers can relate to most. Future research might 

indicate this as one of the reasons why Gen Y’ers like working with Gen X’ers more than working with 

Baby Boomers.  

One of the main things for Nationale Suisse to remember from this study is that if the company does 

not do anything about the high average age, it will continue to risk losing up to 19,1% of young 

talents. 
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The results of this survey allow me to formulate useful practical recommendations for Nationale 

Suisse so that the company can engage more and better qualified Generation Y employees. 

One of the key insights for NAB to take away from this study is that Generation Y’ers who have just 

entered or are about to enter the workforce, attribute way more importance to salary than to fringe 

benefits. Slightly increasing the weight of the net salary in Generation Y’ers’ compensation 

packages and compensating by offering less fringe benefits in the first phase of a professional career 

therefore might be a measure that can persuade more Gen Y’ers into choosing for Nationale Suisse. 

Another thing for NAB to consider is hiring more Generation Y graduates holding a Master’s degree. 

These are most likely to be the young, hard-working, dynamic employees NAB is looking for. For 

example, 56,3% of Masters (n=311) are willing to work for more than 40 hours a week while only 

22,1% of Bachelors (n=175) are willing to do so. Despite the fact that starting salaries of Masters (€ 

1500 - € 1600) are higher than starting salaries of Bachelors (€ 1400 - € 1500), it will still be cheaper 

to hire a Generation Y Master graduate than a Generation X’er with more experience. Therefore I 

think that it might be a good idea to consider replacing employees who leave the company with 

Generation Y Master graduates for positions that do not necessarily require years of experience. 

In addition to the recommendations mentioned above, I strongly recommend Nationale Suisse 

Belgium to become more active on social media platforms. The Belgian subsidiary currently does not 

have a Facebook page, LinkedIn profile or Twitter account. The results of this study, however, show 

that 29,4% of the respondents (n=486) used social media when searching for a job. This means that 

social media could become the cost-effective recruiting channel Nationale Suisse is looking for. I 

recommend Nationale Suisse to place relevant content on job offers, new products and other 

corporate activities on the corporate website and link it to Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn. This cross 

channel approach will allow them to reach a large number of potential clients, brokers and 

employees with a minimal amount of effort. The number of hits on the corporate website, a 

recruiting channel used by 73% of the respondents, will increase as well. Furthermore, the results 

show that Nationale Suisse’s brand awareness (12,8%) is very low compared to its direct competitors 

such as AG Insurance (78,8%) and Ethias (94,4%). Brand awareness is likely to increase as well due to 

increased social media activity (Hoffman & Fodor, 2010). 

6. Recommendations toward Nationale Suisse Belgium 
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PART III: APENDIX 
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Screenshot 1: Text on corporate values 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix A: Intranet screenshots 
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Screenshot 2: Intranet home page  
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Screenshot 3: Library section 
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Screenshot 4: An example of the layout of a section on the intranet: Marketing & Sales 
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Screenshot 5: Screenshot of a recommendation on Linkedin 
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Appendix B: Survey 
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brechtdaelman@hotmail.com; gdebodt@gmail.com; charlotteke_19@hotmail.com; 

an.derijcke@skynet.be; kevin.de.rouck@hotmail.com; deschutter.aaron@pandora.be; 

kds22@telenet.be; karel.detemmerman@ond.vlaanderen.be; kennymetalcore@yahoo.com; 

p.de.weirt@telenet.be; dewildetamara@skynet.be; lpd3@hotmail.com; 

debruyn_tom@hotmail.com; declercqpeteremiel@gmail.com; ellen_degraeve@hotmail.com; 

daviddemanet@hotmail.com; deathbox88@hotmail.com; lynn.devos@hotmail.com; 

dierickx.sofie@skynet.be; steve.stroobants@telenet.be; lynngeeroms@hotmail.com; 

gelenskaat@hotmail.com; stofke84@hotmail.com; robert_goffin@hotmail.com; 

ine.grobben@gmail.com; kathy_habrant@hotmail.com; philippe.eefje@hotmail.com; 

houbrechts_gerdie@hotmail.com; pieter.hubrecht@telenet.be; ellenke@pandora.be; 

janssensvalerie@hotmail.com; alexandrajovovic@hotmail.com; bobospy@hotmail.com; 

ragnik@hotmail.com; jens.lagast@gmail.com; willem_lambrecht@hotmail.com; 

mathias.lenaerts@skynet.be; libertcamille@hotmail.com; tine.lodewyckx@hotmail.com; 

sophiemaes@hotmail.com; frederickmassez@hotmail.com; monserezsiska@hotmail.com; 

jorisnollet@hotmail.com; monika_308@hotmail.com; arno.peeters@telenet.be; 

monika_308@hotmail.com; julie_polfliet@hotmail.com; rosania.michael@hotmail.com; 

kristofschelfhout@hotmail.com; philippe_somlai@hotmail.com; wendy_swinnen@hotmail.com; 

Appendix C: Mailing list of HUB graduates: field of study + year of 

graduation 

mailto:yasmineke14@hotmail.com
mailto:caveye_sebastiaan@hotmail.com
mailto:hanske_daniels@hotmail.com
mailto:loloke_09@hotmail.com
mailto:kjell.detroye@gmail.com
mailto:smettie16@hotmail.com
mailto:rietjeboe@hotmail.com
mailto:jan_eelbode@hotmail.com
mailto:fransenniels@hotmail.com
mailto:laurencegevaert@hotmail.com
mailto:maquennesteffi@hotmail.com
mailto:kris_leunis@hotmail.com
mailto:jason_mommaerts08@hotmail.com
mailto:birie210188@hotmail.com
mailto:repp_tim@hotmail.com
mailto:Kristofschils@gmail.com
mailto:steurbautmaarten@hotmail.com
mailto:matthias88@hotmail.com
mailto:vannuffel@hotmail.com
mailto:vandewieledieter@gmail.com
mailto:william_vank@hotmail.com
mailto:ryan_verhaegen@hotmail.com
mailto:lizzy_ver@hotmail.com
mailto:laurent_vlietinck@hotmail.com
mailto:djyannicksken@hotmail.com
mailto:WAKO124@hotmail.com
mailto:beckers_vincent@hotmail.com
mailto:beyaert_frederic@hotmail.com
mailto:screamslikeagirl@hotmail.com
mailto:stephanie_bostyn@hotmail.com
mailto:osirisflow@hotmail.com
mailto:anneleenbruggeman@hotmail.com
mailto:bulckesofie@hotmail.com
mailto:benoit.butaye@telenet.be
mailto:chyfes@hotmail.com
mailto:pierrecer@hotmail.com
mailto:brechtdaelman@hotmail.com
mailto:gdebodt@gmail.com
mailto:charlotteke_19@hotmail.com
mailto:an.derijcke@skynet.be
mailto:kevin.de.rouck@hotmail.com
mailto:deschutter.aaron@pandora.be
mailto:kds22@telenet.be
mailto:karel.detemmerman@ond.vlaanderen.be
mailto:kennymetalcore@yahoo.com
mailto:p.de.weirt@telenet.be
mailto:dewildetamara@skynet.be
mailto:lpd3@hotmail.com
mailto:debruyn_tom@hotmail.com
mailto:declercqpeteremiel@gmail.com
mailto:ellen_degraeve@hotmail.com
mailto:daviddemanet@hotmail.com
mailto:deathbox88@hotmail.com
mailto:lynn.devos@hotmail.com
mailto:dierickx.sofie@skynet.be
mailto:steve.stroobants@telenet.be
mailto:lynngeeroms@hotmail.com
mailto:gelenskaat@hotmail.com
mailto:stofke84@hotmail.com
mailto:robert_goffin@hotmail.com
mailto:ine.grobben@gmail.com
mailto:kathy_habrant@hotmail.com
mailto:philippe.eefje@hotmail.com
mailto:houbrechts_gerdie@hotmail.com
mailto:pieter.hubrecht@telenet.be
mailto:ellenke@pandora.be
mailto:janssensvalerie@hotmail.com
mailto:alexandrajovovic@hotmail.com
mailto:bobospy@hotmail.com
mailto:ragnik@hotmail.com
mailto:jens.lagast@gmail.com
mailto:willem_lambrecht@hotmail.com
mailto:mathias.lenaerts@skynet.be
mailto:libertcamille@hotmail.com
mailto:tine.lodewyckx@hotmail.com
mailto:sophiemaes@hotmail.com
mailto:frederickmassez@hotmail.com
mailto:monserezsiska@hotmail.com
mailto:jorisnollet@hotmail.com
mailto:monika_308@hotmail.com
mailto:arno.peeters@telenet.be
mailto:monika_308@hotmail.com
mailto:julie_polfliet@hotmail.com
mailto:rosania.michael@hotmail.com
mailto:kristofschelfhout@hotmail.com
mailto:philippe_somlai@hotmail.com
mailto:wendy_swinnen@hotmail.com
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jarnoszeplaki@hotmail.com; talpenikolaas@gmail.com; sofieteugels@pandora.be; 

jeroenthollebeek@hotmail.com; kevin.troch@gmail.com; jim.vaes@fb.vlaanderen.be; 

thomasvaarten@hotmail.com; raf_vanerdeghem@hotmail.com; nicky.vangeert@gmail.com; 

bram.vanneck@gmail.com; ann.vanpraet@gmail.com; bart_vanbeckevoort@hotmail.com; 

jana_vander_wilt@hotmail.com; w_vanmaercke@hotmail.com; caroline.verbeken@hotmail.com; 

vergaelennico@skynet.be; hverhaeghe@telenet.be; vermanderdavy@hotmail.com; 

elena.verschueren@gmail.com; trennel1988@hotmail.com; ward.viaene@gmail.com; 

glennwicheleer@hotmail.com; meliszeren@hotmail.com 

Insurances: 2012 

arslan.basit@hotmail.com; kristofbiebaut6@hotmail.com; wim.blockmans@gmail.com; 

boriau_roel@hotmail.com; dhondt.joris@gmail.com; d_catherine@msn.com; kevin@de-kock.net; 

jonathandevalck@hotmail.com; blond_kenji@live.be; lkb3070@hotmail.com; 

yannickdierickx_69@hotmail.com; GYZUS@HOTMAIL.COM; gillis_frans@hotmail.com; 

sabbe_7@msn.com; kimlegrand@hotmail.com; ljiljana123@hotmail.com; kefingboy@hotmail.com; 

LIGIA_TRIPON89@YAHOU.COM; bobke_24@hotmail.com; maximvandenberghe@hotmail.com; 

joris_vdedb@hotmail.com; tomvanvaerenbergh@hotmail.com; jeroenverdoodt@skynet.be; 

jonasvermeir@hotmail.com; gianni.vocaet@gmail.com; ahmed2912@hotmail.com; 

suzanne_ghekiere@hotmail.com; ellenlichtert@hotmail.com; didiet22@hotmail.com; sam-

noiret@hotmail.com; im_fitor_fi@msn.com; siciliano_031@hotmail.com; houria322@hotmail.com 

Office Management: 2012 

linne_bonne@msn.com; dorothy_borremans@hotmail.com; sara.bourgeois@telenet.be; 

sara.bourgeois@telenet.be; caulier@hotmail.com; letjetetje@hotmail.com; 

amy_desmet@hotmail.com; de_weerdt_ilse@hotmail.com; els_dedobbeleer@hotmail.com; 

christina.dobbelaere@hotmail.com; alexia_dubaere@hotmail.com; carla_ndombasi@hotmail.com; 

glen.raeymaekers@gmail.com; lynn.van.oudheusden@hotmail.com; 

marjanvanderstappen@hotmail.com 
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Multilingual Communication: 2012 

jeroentje_achten@hotmail.com; auweryckx_carlien@hotmail.com; katia.berckmans@gmail.com; 

lennertdaeleman@hotmail.com; silke.de.winter@hotmail.com; raphael_duhoux@skynet.be; 

kai.huenaerts@gmail.com; taiskellner@aol.com; tommykonanowicz@hotmail.com; 

sara_leenaerts@hotmail.com; elineleskens@hotmail.com; kellyke_m@hotmail.com; 

jeroenmets@hotmail.be; annelies_michiels34@hotmail.com; nellen.bosman@scarlet.be; 

tatjana_pieters@hotmail.com; jeroenteugels@hotmail.com; liesbethvanmaldergem@gmail.com; 

marijkevannuffel@fulladsl.be; sylvieke45@hotmail.com; nien.verbruggen@gmail.com; 

bavoverstraeten@hotmail.com; liesjevervloet@hotmail.com; k_vuylsteke@hotmail.com; 

barbara.werniers@hotmail.com; aryuna_luna@hotmail.com; joyce@coditel.net  

Commercial Engineer: 2012 

kristientje2811@hotmail.com; adriaan.bemelmans@gmail.com; lienbockstael@hotmail.com; 

jeremycoessens@hotmail.com; chris_de_bock@hotmail.com; airpower182@hotmail.com; 

decooman.kevin@belgacom.net; laurens_65@msn.com; tomdecraecker@hotmail.com; 

laurens_65@msn.com; jelle_de_roovere@hotmail.com; stijn.40@hotmail.com; 

laurens.desmedt@gmail.com; brice.goemans@skynet.be; jorisjaeken@hotmail.com; 

sofielichtert@hotmail.com; jonas.matthijs@telenet.be; annelien.mercy@pandora.be 

lynniminimouse@hotmail.com; stephane_rycek@hotmail.com; issatje1910@hotmail.com; 

wendy_smeets21@hotmail.com; thibault_velghe@hotmail.com; woumansgert@pandora.be

mailto:jeroentje_achten@hotmail.com
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1. Means of transportation: Response percentages 

    1 2 3 4 5 

On foot Students 11,5 10,3 13,9 24,9 39,5 

  Workers 61,7 9,6 5,3 8,6 14,8 

On Bike Students 8,7 11,9 19 28,5 32 

  Workers 54,1 11 8,1 8,6 18,2 

Bus/Tram/Subway Students 15,41 23,72 25,7 25,3 9,8 

  Workers 59,3 11 9,1 8,6 12 

Train Students 11,06 16,2 28,9 30,4 13,4 

  Workers 49,8 11 9,1 7,7 22,5 

Car Students 5,1 5,5 13,5 31,2 44,6 

  Workers 17,7 8,6 4,8 9,1 59,8 

 

2. Job-seeking behavior: Criteria rated as important or very important 

 

 

 

  

Young Generation Y 

(n=486) 

Students 

(n=253) 

Employees 

(n=209) 

Masters 

(n=311) 

Bachelors 

(n=175) 

Job content 94,2% 92,9% 95,7% 95,8% 91,4% 

Corporate image 42,2% 40,3% 45,5% 42,7% 41,2% 

Sector 50,5% 55,7% 43,5% 50,1% 50,9% 

Salary 75,3% 78,7% 74,7% 74,0% 77,7% 

Fringe benefits 39,7% 34,7% 47,4% 40,2% 38,9% 

Region 58,7% 57,7% 58,4% 56,9% 61,7% 

Experience 34,6% 35,9% 33,0% 38,3% 28,0% 

Appendix D: Result tables 
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  Number of responses Students Number of responses Employed 

Total 

Bachelors 

Total 

Masters 

Salary             

Bachelor 81 81,00% 59 83,10% 81,87%   

Master 122 79,74% 115 83,33%   81,44% 

Total   80,24%   83,25%     

Career Opportunities             

Bachelor 76 76,00% 40 56,34% 67,84%   

Master 124 81,05% 115 83,33%   82,13% 

Total   79,05%   74,16%     

Security of employment             

Bachelor 83 83,00% 54 76,06% 80,12%   

Master 126 82,35% 101 73,19%   78,01% 

Total    82,61%    74,16%     

Colleagues             

Bachelor 80 80,00% 54 76,06% 78,36%   

Master 125 81,70% 116 84,06%   82,82% 

Total   81,03%   81,34%     

Work Climate             

Bachelor 83 83,00% 58 81,69% 82,46%   

3. Importance attached to different job aspects: Percentage rated as important or very important 
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Master 131 85,62% 127 92,03%   88,66% 

Total   84,58%   88,52%     

Distance between home and 

work             

Bachelor 45 45,00% 38 53,52% 48,54%   

Master 70 45,75% 66 47,83%   46,74% 

Total   45,45%   49,76%     

Sector             

Bachelor 60 60,00% 30 42,25% 52,63%   

Master 70 45,75% 48 34,78%   40,55% 

Total   51,38%   37,32%     

Job content             

Bachelor 89 89,00% 65 91,55% 90,06%   

Master 142 92,81% 135 97,83%   95,19% 

Total   91,30%   95,69%     

Work/Life Balance             

Bachelor 71 71,00% 51 71,83% 71,35%   

Master 114 74,51% 89 64,49%   69,76% 

Total   73,12%   66,99%     
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  Number of responses Students Number of responses Employed 

Total 

Bachelors 

Total 

Masters 

Salary             

Bachelor 3 3,00% 12 16,90% 8,77%   

Master 6 3,92% 23 16,67%   9,97% 

Total   3,56%   16,75%     

Career Opportunities             

Bachelor 6 6,00% 14 19,72% 11,70%   

Master 6 3,92% 4 2,90%   3,44% 

Total Students   4,74%   8,61%     

Security of employment             

Bachelor 6 6,00% 3 4,23% 5,26%   

Master 3 1,96% 11 7,97%   4,81% 

Total 9 3,56% 14 6,70%     

Colleagues             

Bachelor 5 5,00% 17 23,94% 12,87%   

Master 3 1,96% 22 15,94%   8,59% 

Total   3,16%   18,66%     

Work Climate             

4. Importance attached to different job aspects: Percentage rated as unimportant or of little 

importance 
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Bachelor 2 2,00% 13 18,31% 8,77%   

Master 3 1,96% 11 7,97%   4,81% 

Total   1,98%   11,48%     

Distance between home and 

work             

Bachelor 11 11,00% 8 11,27% 11,11%   

Master 22 14,38% 29 21,01%   17,53% 

Total   13,04%   17,70%     

Sector             

Bachelor 14 14,00% 22 30,99% 21,05%   

Master 28 18,30% 45 32,61%   25,09% 

Total   16,60%   32,06%     

Job content             

Bachelor 1 1,00% 2 2,82% 1,75%   

Master 2 1,31% 0 0,00%   0,69% 

Total   1,19%   0,96%     

Work/Life Balance             

Bachelor 6 6,00% 6 8,45% 7,02%   

Master 9 5,88% 9 6,52%   6,19% 

Total   5,93%   7,18%     
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  Young Generation Y (n=486) Students (n=253) Employees (n=209) Masters (n=311) Bachelors (n=175) 

Jobsites 86,4% 86,6% 84,7% 84,6% 89,7% 

Corporate websites 73,0% 70,4% 74,6% 78,8% 62,9% 

Social media 29,4% 27,7% 31,6% 32,5% 24,0% 

Job magazines 46,9% 49,0% 42,6% 49,8% 41,7% 

Newspapers 31,1% 32,8% 29,2% 30,2% 32,6% 

5. Job search channels: Percentage of fours and fives 
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Number of responses Students Number of responses Employed 

Total 

Bachelors 

Total 

Masters 

Young Generation Y             

Bachelor 88 88,00% 64 90,14% 88,89%   

Master 128 83,66% 127 92,03%   87,63% 

Total   85,38%   91,39%     

Generation X             

Bachelor 68 68,00% 52 73,24% 70,18%   

Master 116 75,82% 116 84,06%   79,73% 

Total   72,73%   80,38%     

Young Babyboomers             

Bachelor 44 44,00% 35 49,30% 46,20%   

Master 69 45,10% 78 56,52%   50,52% 

Total   44,66%   54,07%     

6. Attitudes toward working with older generations (percentage of fours and fives):   

     How do you feel about working with colleagues of… 
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  Number of responses Students Number of responses Employed 

Total 

Bachelors 

Total 

Masters 

Young Generation Y             

Bachelor 3 3,00% 1 1,41% 2,34%   

Master 3 1,96% 0 0,00%   1,03% 

Total   2,37%   0,48%     

Generation X             

Bachelor 2 2,00% 3 4,23% 2,92%   

Master 1 0,65% 4 2,90%   1,72% 

Total   1,19%   3,35%     

Young Babyboomers             

Bachelor 21 21,00% 15 21,13% 21,05%   

Master 25 16,34% 18 13,04%   14,78% 

Total   18,18%   15,79%     

7. Attitudes toward working with older generations (percentage of ones and twos):   

     How do you feel about working with colleagues of… 
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